
Inspirus is an industry leader in employee engagement and recognition. For 100+ 

years, our innovation has empowered market-leading companies to use rewards 

and recognition to enhance their employee experience. Improving employee 

engagement adds to your bottom line too, by improving productivity 18%, 

 increasing profitability 23% and reducing turnover by as much as 43%.*

Bring your people together and 
extend your company’s culture through a 
holistic end-to-end employee experience

Create a celebratory experience 
for your entire workforce using custom 
messaging and relevant, memorable gifts

Fulfill your organizations unique 
business challenges and needs by 
leveraging our best practices, thought 
leadership and industry expertise 

Bridge the physical/digital gap by 
leveraging easy-to-use customizable, 
technology tools

Measure the impact of your ROR 
(Return on Recognition) using intelligent 
reporting with sight lines into all your data

Lighten your admin burden while 
giving employees autonomy to 
choose their own reward/gift with a 
configurable, intuitive ordering web site

Create a WOW experience
Establish a complete rewards and recognition journey for every employee

*Gallup Employee Engagement and Performance Study 

The desire to belong is an emotion shared by everyone. 
Inspirus taps into this powerful motivator with technology-enabled 
solutions that connect employees to their colleagues, senior leaders 
and company culture. Our blend of technology, communications, 
and unique methodology creates the framework for successful 
employee programs that reward and encourage desired behaviors 
and activities.

Our programs focus on three main areas:
• Recognition of achievements, life events, service anniversaries, 

retirements and more
• Social interaction, providing a familiar place where employees 

can express themselves, connect with others and create social 
connections through likes, comments and emojis

• Rewards that celebrate achievements in the way that motivates 
them: points towards merchandise or traditional service awards

For complete coverage and support, our teams include Solution 
Architects, Account Management, Implementation, Merchandising, 
Customer Service, Creative Services and more — everything you 
need to create a comprehensive rewards and recognition program. 
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